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1960's, and it very quickly became an
international plague. We face exactly the
same situation now. The terrorism of firing
missiles against civilian airlines is now
beginning against Israeli planes, but it can
easily spread to other areas…”

No Place Is Safe
Tuesday, Arab gunmen shot at an IDF
ambulance near N'vei Dekalim. No one
was hurt, but the ambulance was damaged.
Other Incidents included an Arab firebomb
hurled at a bus near Chomesh in the
Shomron and shootings at IDF soldiers in
N'vei Dekalim and southern Gaza.
Double Attacks In Kenya
Israeli targets and citizens were targeted in a
concerted two-pronged terror offensive
Thursday, in and over the southeast
Kenyan seaside resort city of Mombasa.

Election Day Terror
In Beit She'an Thursday, two terrorists
opened fire in three different locations in
and around the Likud Party headquarters,
killing five Jews and wounding some 30,
including ten seriously. Almost all the
victims were hit in Likud Party
headquarters as elections for the party's
leader were being held. Beit She'an is
situated in the northern Jordan Valley, 15
miles south of the Kinneret Sea.

Our Egyptian "Friends"
The 25th anniversary of the late Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's visit to Israel,
which led to the signing of a hotlycontested peace treaty with Egypt and
Israel's total withdrawal from the Sinai,
came and went last week - and the resulting
peace treaty seems as lifeless as ever. Over
the past several days, at least three Egyptian
government newspapers have justified and
praised last week's terrorist bus attack in
Jerusalem in which 11 Jews were murdered.

On Nov. 22, the daily Al-Akhbar published
a column whose title said it all: “The
Jerusalem Operation: The Only Response
to Israeli Terrorism.” The article stated that
In the first incident, terrorists fired
11 "Israeli terrorists" were killed in the
shoulder-launched missiles at Arkia Airlines
attack, and continued, "In reaction to all of
flight #582 on its way from Mombasa to
the inhuman acts of the Zionist entity
Israel, with over 260 passengers and crew
intended to subdue the Palestinian people,
on board. The missiles missed the plane,
a martyrdom operation took place yesterday
which had just taken off, and all passengers
in occupied Jerusalem in order to prove
aboard were unhurt.
conclusively that Israel deludes itself in its
belief that its uncontrollable appetite to kill,
Netanyahu explained the gravity of what he
Among the wounded are three sons of MK destroy, and terrorize will bring security
called this “escalation:” “Skyjacking
and ex-Foreign Minister David Levy,
and peace... In essence, everybody knows
terrorism first began against Israeli targets
including Shimon, 40, in serious condition. that the resistance is the only way for
abroad by Arafat and Fatah in the late
liberation, and there is no alternative. This
Source: IsraelNN.com
weapon, the weapon of legitimate force, is
the only weapon that Israel fears. Only the
resistance can smash the Israeli arrogance
Why Should I Become Involved? Part II
and idiocy of its leaders."
(b) To a large extent, this struggle is taking place in the public media of the Western
countries and among their opinion-makers. These media portray the Arabs as an oppressed Source: memri.org
people, peacefully seeking to regain what is rightfully theirs. Lies and falsifications are
One State Solution
repeated so frequently that they become accepted as immutable truths. And this
background supports the Arabs when they sit down at the negotiating table.
“Jordan is the existing Palestinian
state and there mustn’t be another…
This is where people in the Diaspora can make a difference - by working to set the record
Our generation has no right and
straight. Most cases do not call for much convincing. When a terrorist kills a mother and a
what, after all is the span of a single
child, is it difficult to make people understand that an outrage has occurred? When an Arab
generation--to deprive future
government ignores its own commitments, shouldn't a newspaper carry the story? Each of
generations of the Jewish People’s
us can do his bit to correct Israel's image in the community and country in which he lives.
holiest site?”
The Arab murderers, one of whom was
reportedly wearing an explosives vest
designed for a suicide attack, were killed
when a heroic young man - Border Guard
policeman Eran David, 28 - returned
precise fire. “He was amazingly
courageous,” an eyewitness said. “He stood
openly to face the terrorists, and fired single
shots - not a burst of fire - and picked them
off one by one.”

Based on talks of the Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel.

Israeli PM Ariel Sharon Nov 2, 1994
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